New Hotels in Berlin
Hotel capacity has doubled in the last ten years
Berlin, June 2019 Berlin is home to one of the most modern hotel landscapes in
Europe. Whether luxurious or inexpensive, Berlin offers its guests a wide selection of
suitable hotels for any occasion. The German capital's diverse hotel landscape features
more than 780 establishments offering excellent service and good value for money.
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Currently opened hotels
Berlins hotel offer is always extending. Recently the seventh hotel of the AMANO Group
openend, called "AMO". Directly at the Friedrichstraße is this first hotel in Germany

which partially is located in the ground. A streetart hotel on a Berlin rooftop? That is "the
niu Hide". A new hotel on the Frankfurter Allee that is characterized by consciousnes,
urbanity and individualism with it's 152 rooms.
New openings end 2019-2022
From September 2019 "The Student Berlin Alexanderplatz" welcomes its guests with 457
rooms. With a co-living principle, the house wants to network students, visitors to the
city and Berliners with each other. "Selina", a Latin American hotel brand, is planning its
first hotel in Berlin this year. The hotel is primarily intended for Millennials. The KPM
Hotel & Residences in the Großer Tiergarten is expected to open in September 2022. The
Loginn by Achat Hotel with its functionality, modern design and sophisticated technology
is expected to welcome mainly business travellers in 180 rooms in Berlin-Schöneberg.

Exceptional hotels in Berlin
Berlin's hotel landscape is diverse, luxurious and unusual. Exceptional hotels at a glance
here.
Convention hotels
One of the most exciting construction projects in Berlin is the "Estrel Tower", which
will increase its current room capacity of 1,125 rooms by an additional 814 rooms. With
176 metres and 46 storeys, the new tower will be about two-and-a-half-times as high as
the current Hotel Estrel, making it highest hotel tower in Germany.
The Campus-Hotel in the Adlershof Technology Park will be built during 2018/2019 and
will consist of a modern convention and conference hotel, Offering around 320 four-star
category rooms. In planning are a spacious conference area with conference rooms and
a large hall that will accommodate up to 1,000 participants, along with a multifunction
hall for receptions and exhibitions. The pièce de resistance will be the skybar on the top
floor of the 54-metre-high (177 foot) hotel tower.

The perfect Berlin hotel in just a few steps: The Meeting Guide Berlin has a streamlined
design to help customers sort through the wide range of venues, hotels, incentives and
service providers. Whether planning a meeting or convention, in just a few clicks users
will find the right partner for every event. https://convention.visitberlin.de/en

More Downloads
· Photos of Berlin
· Gallery convention city of Berlin
· Statistics
· more Texts to inspire you: Story Ideas
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